- **NEMESIS**: an opponent or enemy that is very difficult to defeat.
  Ex. The superhero fought her nemesis for years.

- **SCATTERED**: placed or found far apart.
  Ex. The toys were scattered all over the room.

- **PRECISE**: exact and accurate.
  Ex. Thanks to Marilyn's precise directions, Louis and Natalie found the house without any problems.

- **HUGE**: very large; very great in size, amount, or degree.
  Ex. They live in a huge house.
• **TRICKY:** difficult to deal with.
  Ex. *It's tricky to learn to ride a skateboard, but you never forget how.*

• **SEVERAL:** more than two but not very many.
  Ex. *He arrived several hours ago.*

• **TO RETRIEVE:** to find and bring back something.
  Ex. *Linda hoped she would be able to retrieve her files after her computer crashed.*